


� Corpus{ 16 sentenes: paired delaratives and questions(The questions have a faintly inredulous avor, in Mandarin as well as English.)�Design:{ Avoid question words to get the same tonal andsegmental sequenes in sentene pairs{ Natural, readable sentenes{Mostly sonorant sounds{ Various tonal ombinations{ Varying word boundary loations�Data preparation:{ F0 extration with ESPS/Waves{Manual error orretion{Manual labels of syllable boundaries{Manual labels of lexial tones
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What is Stem-ML?Stem-ML ombines several ideas:� People plan their utteranes severalsyllables in advane.� People produe speeh that isoptimized to meet their needs:{ Speeh is a balane betweenaurate ommuniation and easeof prodution.{ People an pratie all tonalombinations.� A simple, but reasonable model forthe dynamis of the musles thatontrol pith.� The onept of a strength assoiatedwith eah syllable:{ High strength ! nearly ideal shape.{ High strength � areful artiulation.{ High strength � expanded pith range
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How does Stem-ML work?Stem-ML alulates a pith urve by �nding the urvethat minimizes e�ort+error, where e�ort approximatesthe physiologial e�ort: it is zero if musles are stationary,and inreases as motions beome faster and stronger. Theerror term measures how far the pith urve deviatesfrom the ideal template.Equations have been simpli�ed for presentation.e�ort = Xt _p2t + smooth2�p2t (1)(pt is the pith, _p is the rate of hange, and \smooth" is aspeaker-dependent onstant).error = Xk2tags s2krk (2)where (y is the template, and p is the pith, and sk is thestrength of syllable k).rk = Xt2tag k(pt � yt)2 (3)(This is the error summed over a syllable).

AbstratIn most of the world's languages, one an transform astatement into a question by raising the pith at the end.This transformation is dubious in tone languages, as it ouldtransform one lexial item into another.� How does one ask question in a tone language?� Is there is a question phrase urve?� Is there a question boundary tone?We build and train models of Mandarin Chinese intonationto answer these question. The resulting models have RMSerrors of 10 Hz, or 1 semitone.We �nd that questions are marked by:�More areful intonation, and a greater range of f0 at theend of the sentene.� A slightly raised, but otherwise unremarkable, phraseurve.
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. . .

Phrase urve.The best-�t phrase urve shows noevidene of a onsistently di�erent tail.It shows a onsistent shift, muh as isseen in the \basi" model.

Phrase urvesThe best-�t shows that questions havesomewhat raised pith, and a similardelination rate to delarative sentenes.

Q&AQ:What does this model ontribute to theunderstanding of prosody?A: � It puts the alulation of f0 from tones on a �rmfooting, based on physiology and ommuniationtheory.� It allows linguisti theories to be testedquantitatively.Q: How an it work with so little data?A: Stem-ML ontains the basi rules for tonaloartiulation. Therefore, the system doesn't need tolearn how eah tone interats with every other, just afew parameters that ontrol the interations.Q:Where do the residual errors ome from?A: �We assume that sets of several words share thesame strength. This is just an approximation tothe real omplexity of language.� Stem-ML ignores segmental e�ets,� It uses a simpli�ed model for musle dynamis andlaryngeal osillations.

Q&AQ: How does Stem-ML di�er from most mahinelearning models of prosody?A: � It uses only 5 tone ategories, lexiallydetermined.� The parameters an be understood andinterpreted.� The results an be portable to other problems.�Models an be built with a very small data base.Q: How does it di�er from C-ToBI?A: � It uses lexial tone information to explain the f0urve.� It an be automatially �t to the data.� It an reonstrut the f0 urve.� It explains the di�erenes between itation andatual tone shapes.

Conlusions� How does one ask a question in a tone language?Inrease the prosodi strength of the tones near theend of the sentene. This gives wider pith swingsand more areful intonation.� Do questions have a di�erent phrase urve?yThe question phrase urve has a higher pith thanthe delarative phrase urve.Contrary to previous desriptions, the two phraseurves are nearly parallel.The question phrase urve does not have a rising tail.� Is there a question boundary tone?This model does not require one. Boundary tonesadd omplexity without improving the �t.� How does the phrase urve interat with lexialtones?yIt raises the pith of the sentene, but tone shapesare preserved.y These phrase urves may just be a way to represent the average pithand delination. We have no evidene for more omplex phrase urves.
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Basi Model� Intonation is generated by just 5 templates (one forall tone 1 syllables : : : one for tone 4, neutral tone).The templates are strethed ( � time �!) andsaled ( *pith+ ) for eah syllable.� Pith saling and the Stem-ML strength are tiedtogether.� Among delarative sentenes, all equivalent words(see olor ode) share the same strength. Likewise forquestions.� All delarative sentenes share one straight-linephrase urve, questions share another.� All utteranes share �ve speaker-dependentparameters.This yields a model with 93 free parameters, or 0.7 persyllable, or 1 per 0.25 seonds.

A Rising tail?The \Basi" model �ts well, but it has strongassumptions. Let us relax the assumption that a phraseurve is a straight line, beause many people wouldexpet the phrase urve to� rise at the end for questions, and� fall at the end for statements.We test this by adding a free parameter to eahsentene's phrase urve so it onsists of two linearsegments. Eah sentene has its own knot position, andthe interrogative phrase urve is ompletelyunonneted to the delarative phrase urve.This yields a model with 103 free parameters, or 0.8 persyllable, or 1 per 0.23 seonds.

Boundary Tone Strength ValuesThe strengths of the best-�t boundary tone in these two models arejust 3% of the average strength of the lexial tones. Thisorresponds to a hange of about 10 Hz, out of the typial 100 Hzpith swings.The boundary tones, as implemented here, are not an importantpart of the intonation.
A Boundary Tone?Let us extend the basi model to inlude a �nal boundary tone:boundary tones might be expeted, beause they are useful indesribing languages like English.We test this by adding an additional Stem-ML stress tag near theend of the sentene. We used a tag that has the ability to �x thepith to a partiular value relative to the phrase urve.The boundary tones for all delarative sentenes share one strength,and the interrogative sentenes shared another.We did two tests, one with the extra tag at the very end, and onewith it near the enter of the last syllable.This yields a model with 95 free parameters, or 0.7 per syllable, or1 per 0.25 seonds.

S −SI D

S +SI D

Declarative
Interrogative

Strength

All four models show a consistent pattern of prosodic strength: questions are stronger near the end.
In the Stem−ML models we used here, the increase in strength causes the tones to match their
templates more closely.  The stronger templates have an expanded pitch range. For more information, see

http://prosody.multimedia.bell−labs.com .
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{\Huge Abstract}

\huge
In most of the world's languages, one can transform a
statement into a question by raising the pitch at the end.
This transformation is dubious in tone
languages, as it could transform one lexical item into another.
\begin{itemize}
\item
How does one ask question in a tone language?

\item
Is there is a question phrase curve?

\item
Is there a question boundary tone?
\end{itemize}

We build and train models of Mandarin Chinese
intonation to answer these question.
The resulting models have RMS errors of 10~Hz, or 1 semitone.

\vspace{0.2in}
We find that questions are marked by:
\begin{itemize}
\item More careful intonation, and a greater range of
	$f_0$ at the end of the sentence.
\item A slightly raised, but otherwise unremarkable, phrase curve.
\end{itemize}
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{\Huge A Boundary Tone?}

\LARGE
Let us extend the basic model to
include a final boundary tone:
boundary tones might be expected, because they
are useful in describing languages
like English.

We test this by adding an additional
Stem-ML stress tag near the end of the
sentence.
We used a tag that has the ability
to fix the pitch to a particular
value relative to the phrase curve.

The boundary tones for all declarative
sentences share one strength,
and the interrogative sentences shared
another.

We did two tests, one with the extra tag
at the very end, and one with it
near the center of the last syllable.

This yields a model with 95~free parameters,
or 0.7~per syllable, or 1~per 0.25~seconds.
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{\Huge Boundary Tone Strength Values}

\LARGE
The strengths of the best-fit boundary tone in
these two models are just 3\%
of the average strength of the lexical tones.
This corresponds to a change of 
about 10~Hz, out of the typical 100~Hz pitch
swings.

The boundary tones, as implemented here,
are not an important part of the intonation.
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{\Huge Conclusions}
\huge

\begin{itemize}
\item
\textcolor{red}{How does one ask a question in a tone language?}

\textcolor{blue}{
Increase the prosodic strength of the tones
near the end of the sentence.
This gives wider pitch swings and more careful intonation.}

\item
\textcolor{red}{Do questions have a different phrase
curve?}${}^\dag$

\textcolor{blue}{
The question phrase curve has a higher pitch than
the declarative phrase curve.}

\vspace{0.1in}

\textcolor{blue}{Contrary to previous descriptions,
the two phrase curves are nearly parallel.}

\vspace{0.1in}

\textcolor{blue}{
The question phrase curve does not have a rising tail.}

\item
\textcolor{red}{Is there a question boundary tone?}

\textcolor{blue}{This model does not require one.
Boundary tones add complexity
without improving the fit.}


\item
\textcolor{red}{How does the phrase curve interact with lexical
tones?}${}^\dag$

\textcolor{blue}{It raises the pitch of the sentence,
but tone shapes are preserved.}


{\Large ${}^\dag$ These phrase curves may just
be a way to represent the average pitch and
declination.  We have no evidence for more complex
phrase curves.}


\vfil

\end{itemize}
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\begin{itemize}

\item
{\Huge Corpus}
\huge

\begin{itemize}

\item
16 sentences: 
paired declaratives and questions

{\large (The questions have a faintly
	incredulous flavor,
	in Mandarin as well as English.)
}

\end{itemize}

\item
{\Huge Design:}
\begin{itemize}
\item
Avoid question words to get 
the same tonal and segmental sequences
in sentence pairs
\item
Natural, readable sentences
\item
Mostly sonorant sounds

\item
Various tonal combinations 
\item
Varying word boundary locations
\end{itemize}

\item
{\Huge Data preparation:}
\begin{itemize}
\item
$F_0$ extraction with ESPS/Waves 
\item
Manual error correction
\item
Manual labels of syllable boundaries
\item
Manual labels of lexical tones

\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
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Also,
\begin{itemize}
\item
	See \mbox{http://prosody.multimedia.bell-labs.com},
\item or contact Greg Kochanski (\mbox{gpk@bell-labs.com})
	or Chilin Shih (\mbox{cls@bell-labs.com}).
\end{itemize}
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{\Huge Basic Model}

\huge
\begin{itemize}
\item Intonation is generated by just 5 templates
(one for all tone 1 syllables \ldots one for tone 4, neutral tone).
The templates are stretched ($\longleftarrow time \longrightarrow$)
and scaled ($\overset{\Uparrow}{\underset{\Downarrow}{pitch}}$)
for each syllable.
\item Pitch scaling and the Stem-ML {\it strength} are tied together.
\item Among declarative sentences,
	all equivalent words 
	(see color code)
	share the same strength.
	Likewise for questions.
\item All declarative sentences share one straight-line phrase curve,
	questions share another.
\item All utterances share five speaker-dependent parameters.
\end{itemize}
This yields a model with 93~free parameters,
or 0.7~per syllable, or 1~per 0.25~seconds.
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% \begin{slide}

{\Huge Phrase curves}

\huge

The best-fit shows that questions have
somewhat raised pitch, and a similar declination rate
to declarative sentences.
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{\Huge Q\&A}
\huge
\begin{description}
\item[Q:] What does this model contribute to the understanding of prosody?
\item[A:]\begin{itemize}
	\item It puts the calculation of $f_0$ from tones on a firm
		footing, based on physiology and communication theory.
	\item It allows linguistic theories to be tested quantitatively.
	\end{itemize}
\vsp
\item[Q:]How can it work with so little data?
\item[A:]Stem-ML contains the basic rules for tonal coarticulation.
	Therefore, the system doesn't need to learn
	how each tone interacts with
	every other, just a few parameters that control the interactions.
\vsp
\item[Q:] Where do the residual errors come from?
\item[A:] \begin{itemize}
	\item We assume that sets of several words share
		the same strength.
		This is just an approximation to the real complexity
		of language.
	\item Stem-ML ignores segmental effects,
	\item It uses a simplified model for muscle dynamics and laryngeal oscillations.
	\end{itemize}
%\end{description}
%\end{slide}

\vfil
\pagebreak
\vfil

%\begin{slide}
%\vfil
{\Huge Q\&A}
\huge
%\begin{description}
\item[Q:]How does Stem-ML differ from most machine learning models
	of prosody?
\item[A:]\begin{itemize}
	\item It uses only 5 tone categories, lexically determined.
	\item The parameters can be understood and interpreted.
	\item The results can be portable to other problems.
	\item Models can be built with a very small data base.
	\end{itemize}
\vsp
\item[Q:]How does it differ from C-ToBI?
\item[A:]\begin{itemize}
	\item It uses lexical tone information to explain the $f_0$ curve.
	\item It can be automatically fit to the data.
	\item It can reconstruct the $f_0$ curve.
	\item It explains the differences between citation and actual tone shapes.
	\end{itemize}
\end{description}
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%\end{slide}
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{\Huge Sharing}

\LARGE
	Sharing parameters in the model.
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\pagecolor{ltyellow}
\vfil
{\Huge What is Stem-ML?}

\huge
Stem-ML combines several ideas:
\begin{itemize}
\item People plan their utterances several syllables in advance.
\item People produce speech that is optimized to meet their needs:
	\begin{itemize}
	\item Speech is a balance between accurate
		communication and ease of production.
	\item People can practice all tonal combinations.
	\end{itemize}
\item A simple, but reasonable model for the dynamics
		of the muscles that control pitch.
\item The concept of a strength associated with each syllable:
	\LARGE
	\begin{itemize}
	\item High strength $\rightarrow$ nearly ideal shape.
	\item High strength $\sim$ careful articulation.
	\item High strength $\sim$ expanded pitch range
	\item Low strength $\rightarrow$ pitch is controlled by neighborhood.
	\item Low strength $\sim$ minimum effort.
	\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
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\vfil
{\Huge How does Stem-ML work?}
\huge

Stem-ML calculates a pitch curve by finding the curve
that minimizes \mbox{{\it effort}+{\it error}},
where {\it effort} approximates
the physiological effort:
it is zero if muscles are stationary, and increases
as motions become faster and stronger.
The {\it error} term measures how far the pitch curve
deviates from the ideal template.

{\Large Equations have been simplified for presentation.}

\begin{equation}
\label{Geqn}
{\it effort}  =  \sum_{t} \dot{p}_{t}^{2} + {\rm smooth}^2 \ddot{p}_{t}^2
\end{equation}
($p_t$ is the pitch, $\dot{p}$ is the rate of change, and
``smooth'' is a speaker-dependent constant).

\begin{equation}
\label{Reqn}
{\it error}  =  \sum_{k \in \rm tags} s_{k}^{2} r_{k}
\end{equation}
where
($y$ is the template, and $p$ is the pitch,
and $s_k$ is the strength of syllable $k$).

\begin{equation}
\label{reqn}
r_{k}  =   \sum_{t\in {\rm tag}\ k} (p_{t}-y_{t})^2
\end{equation}
(This is the error summed over a syllable).
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\vfil

{\Huge A Rising tail?}

\huge
The ``Basic'' model fits well, but it has
strong assumptions.
Let us relax the assumption that a phrase curve
is a straight line,
because many people would expect the phrase
curve to
\begin{itemize}
\item rise at the end for questions, and
\item fall at the end for statements.
\end{itemize}

We test this by adding a free parameter to each
sentence's phrase
curve so it consists of two linear segments.
Each sentence has its own knot position,
and the interrogative phrase curve is completely
unconnected to the declarative phrase curve.

This yields a model with 103~free parameters,
or 0.8~per syllable, or 1~per 0.23~seconds.
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\maketitle
%
\begin{abstract}
This is a layout specification and template
definition for the papers of the Speech Prosody 2002 Conference,
which will be held in Aix-en-Provence, France, April 11-13, 2002. This 
template has been adapted from Eurospeech'01 templates and aims at 
producing conference proceedings in electronic form. 
The format is based on the one used for the IEEE ICASSP conferences.
\end{abstract}

%
\section{Introduction}
This template can be found on the conference website. 
Please use either a Word97 or a \LaTeX {} format file when preparing 
your submission. If there are special questions or wishes regarding paper 
preparation and submission for Speech Prosody 2002, correspondence should 
be addressed to 

$<$sp2002@lpl.univ-aix.fr$>$. 

Information for full paper submission is available in the web at 

$<$http://www.lpl.univ-aix.fr/sp2002/guidelines.htm$>$ 

\noindent
under which you also will find instructions for paper preparation and 
usage of templates.

\section{Page layout and style}

The page layout should match with the following rules. The best  way to 
meet these requirements 
is to use the provided (Word or \LaTeX) templates 
and then to check details against this sample file. If  
for some reason you cannot use Word or \LaTeX, please follow these rules 
as 
carefully as possible, or contact the organizers at 

$<$sp2002@lpl.univ-aix.fr$>$ 

\noindent
for further instructions.

\subsection{Basic layout features}

\begin{itemize}
%\itemsep -1.3mm
\item Proceedings will be printed in A4 format. The layout is designed 
so that files, when printed in US Letter format, include all material 
but the margins are not symmetric. TRY TO MAKE YOUR SUBMISSION IN A4 
FORMAT, 
if possible, although this is not an absolute requirement.
\item Two columns are used except for the title part and possibly for 
large figures that need a full page width.
\item Left margin is 20 mm.
\item Column width is 80 mm.
\item Spacing between columns is 10 mm.
\item Top margin 25 mm (except first page 30 mm to title top).
\item Text height (without headers and footers) is maximum 235 mm.
\item Headers and footers must be left empty (they will be added for 
printing and the Speech Prosody 2002 CD-ROM).
\item Check indentations and spacings by comparing to this 
example file (in pdf or PostScript format).
\end{itemize}


\subsubsection{Headings}

Section headings are centered in boldface
with the first word capitalized and the rest of the heading in 
lower case. Sub headings appear like major headings, except they 
start at the left margin in the column.
Sub-sub headings appear like sub headings, except they are in italics 
and not boldface. See examples in this 
file. No more than 3 levels of headings should be used.

\subsection{Text font}

Times or Times Roman font is used for the main text. Recommended 
font size is 9 points which is also the minimum allowed size.
Other font types may be used if needed for 
special purposes. While making the final PostScript file, 
remember to include all fonts!

LaTeX users: DO NOT USE Computer Modern FONT FOR TEXT (Times is 
specified in the style file). If possible, make the final 
document using POSTSCRIPT FONTS since for example equations with 
non-ps Computer Modern are very hard to read on screen.

\subsection{Figures}

All figures must be centered on the column (or page, if the figure spans 
both columns).
Figure captions should follow each figure and have the format given in 
Fig. \ref{spprod}.

Figures should preferably be line drawings. If they contain gray 
levels or colors, they should be checked to print well on a 
high-quality non-color laser printer.

\subsection{Tables}

An example of a table is shown as Table \ref{table1}. Somewhat 
different styles are allowed according to the type and purpose of the 
table. The caption text may be above or below the table.

\begin{table} [t,h]
\caption{\label{table1} {\it This is an example of a table.}}
\vspace{2mm}
\centerline{
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
ratio & decibels \\
\hline  \hline
1/1 & 0 \\
2/1 & $\approx 6$ \\
3.16 & 10 \\
1/10 & -20 \\
10/1 & 20 \\ 
100/1 & 40 \\
1000/1 & 60 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}}
\end{table}

\subsection{Equations}

Equations should be placed on separate lines and numbered. Examples 
of equations are given below.
Particularly,
%
%\vspace{-3mm}
\begin{equation}
x(t) = s(f_\omega(t))
\label{eq1}
\end{equation}
where \(f_\omega(t)\) is a special warping function
\begin{equation}
f_\omega(t)=\frac{1}{2\pi j}\oint_C \frac{\nu^{-1k}d\nu}
{(1-\beta\nu^{-1})(\nu^{-1}-\beta)}
\label{eq2}
\end{equation}
A residue theorem states that
\begin{equation}
\oint_C F(z)dz=2 \pi j \sum_k Res[F(z),p_k]
\label{eq3}
\end{equation}
Applying (\ref{eq3}) to (\ref{eq1}), 
it is straightforward to see that
\begin{equation}
1 + 1 = \pi
\label{eq4}
\end{equation}
%
Finally we have proved the secret theorem of all speech sciences. 
No more maths is needed to show how useful the result is! 

%
\begin{figure}[t]
\centerline{\epsfig{figure=figure,width=80mm}}
\caption{{\it Schematic diagram of speech production.}}  
\label{spprod}
\end{figure}
%

\subsection{Hyperlinks}

There is no point in using active hyperlinks as these will get lost
in the Postscript file that you have to submit. Consequently, active
hyperlinks will also get lost in the pdf files on the Speech Prosody 2002 
CD-ROM. 
However, you should know that the paper submission procedure
includes the option of specifying a hyperlink to additional information.
This hyperlink will go into the CD-ROM. 
Particularly pay attention to the possibility, from this
single hyperlink, to have further links to information such as other 
related documents, sound or multimedia.

If you still choose to use active hyperlinks in your paper, 
please make sure that they make no problems in printing to paper. 

\newpage

\subsection{Page numbering}

Final page numbers will be added later to the document electronically. 
{\em 
Please don't make any headers or footers!}.

\subsection{References}

The reference format is slightly modified from the standard IEEE one. 
References should be numbered either in order of appearance or by 
alphabetical order, for example  \cite{ES3}, \cite{ES2}, \cite{ES4} and 
\cite{ES1}. 

\section{Discussion}
This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. 
Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? 
This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. 
Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? 
This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. 
Is there any discussion? 

This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. 
Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? 
This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. 
Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? 
This is the discussion. Is there any discussion? This is the discussion. 
Is there any discussion? 


%
%\newpage

\section{Conclusions}
This template can be found on the conference website 
$<$http://www.lpl.univ-aix.fr/sp2002/guidelines.htm$>$.

This template can be found on the conference website
$<$http://www.lpl.univ-aix.fr/sp2002/guidelines.htm$>$.
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$<$http://www.lpl.univ-aix.fr/sp2002/guidelines.htm$>$.

This template can be found on the conference website 
$<$http://www.lpl.univ-aix.fr/sp2002/guidelines.htm$>$.

This template can be found on the conference website
$<$http://www.lpl.univ-aix.fr/sp2002/guidelines.htm$>$.
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% \begin{slide}
{\Huge Phrase curve.}

\huge

The best-fit phrase curve shows no evidence
of a consistently different tail.

It shows a consistent shift, much as is seen
in the ``basic'' model.

\vfil
\end{document}

%-*-LaTeX-*-
\documentclass{seminar}
\usepackage{color}
\definecolor{Myblue}{rgb}{0.3,0,0.9}
%\definecolor{Myblue}{cmyk}{1,0,0.2,0.1}
\definecolor{Mybrown}{rgb}{0.8,0.2,0.1}
\definecolor{Myred}{rgb}{1,0,0.5}
%\definecolor{Myorange}{rgb}{0.7,0.3,0.3}
\definecolor{Myorange}{cmyk}{0,0.4,1.0,0.2}
\definecolor{Mygreen}{rgb}{0,0.8,0.5}
\definecolor{Mycyan}{rgb}{0,0.5,0.8}
\definecolor{Mymagenta}{rgb}{0.8,0.1,1}

\input wnipa
\input /u/rws/src/pmc/mypmCb.tex
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-.45in}

\begin{document}
\pagestyle{empty}
\BC
\begin{table}

\begin{tabular}{llll}

\textcolor{Myblue}{Â§  «ô  ¤} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{Ã¹  ¿P} &  
   \textcolor{Myblue}{n} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{¶R  ¦Ï¡H}\\

\textcolor{Myblue}{li3 bai4 wu3} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{luo2 yan4} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{yao4} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{mai3  yang2}  \\

\textcolor{Myblue}{Friday} & 
\textcolor{Myblue}{Luo Yan} & 
\textcolor{Myblue}{want to} & 
\textcolor{Myblue}{buy sheep} \\
\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Luo Yan wants to buy sheep on Friday?} \\ \\

\textcolor{Myblue}{Â§ «ô ¤} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{Ã¹ ¿P} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{n} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{¶R ³À¡H} \\

\textcolor{Myblue}{li3 bai4 wu3} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{luo2 yan4} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{yao4} & 
   \textcolor{Myblue}{mai3 lu4}  \\

\textcolor{Myblue}{Friday} & 
\textcolor{Myblue}{Luo Yan} & 
\textcolor{Myblue}{want to} & 
\textcolor{Myblue}{buy deer} \\
\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Luo Yan wants to buy a deer on Friday?} \\ \\

\textcolor{Mymagenta}{Ã¹ ¿P} & 
    \textcolor{Mymagenta}{Â§ «ô ¤} &  
    \textcolor{Myblue}{n} &  
    \textcolor{Myblue}{¶R ¦Ï¡H} \\

\textcolor{Mymagenta}{luo2 yan4} &  
    \textcolor{Mymagenta}{li3 bai4 wu3} & 
    \textcolor{Myblue}{yao4} & 
    \textcolor{Myblue}{mai3 yang2} \\

\textcolor{Mymagenta}{Luo Yan} & 
\textcolor{Mymagenta}{Friday} & 
\textcolor{Myblue}{want to} & 
\textcolor{Myblue}{buy sheep} \\

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Luo Yan wants to buy sheep on Friday?} \\ \\

\textcolor{Mymagenta}{Ã¹ ¿P} & 
   \textcolor{Mymagenta}{Â§ «ô ¤} & 
   \textcolor{Myorange}{½æ} & 
   \textcolor{Myorange}{³¥ ³À¡H} \\

\textcolor{Mymagenta}{luo2 yan4} & 
  \textcolor{Mymagenta}{li3 bai4 wu3} & 
   \textcolor{Myorange}{mai4} & 
   \textcolor{Myorange}{ye3 lu4} \\

\textcolor{Mymagenta}{Luo Yan} & 
\textcolor{Mymagenta}{Friday} & 
\textcolor{Myorange}{sell} & 
\textcolor{Myorange}{wild deer}  \\
\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Luo Yan sells wild deer on Friday?} \\ \\
\end{tabular}

\end{table}
\EC
\end{document}
%-*-LaTeX-*-
\documentclass{seminar}
\usepackage{color}
\definecolor{Myblue}{rgb}{0.3,0,0.9}
%\definecolor{Myblue}{cmyk}{1,0,0.2,0.1}
\definecolor{Mybrown}{rgb}{0.7,0.4,0.1}
\definecolor{Myred}{rgb}{1,0,0.5}
\definecolor{Mygreen}{rgb}{0,0.8,0.5}
\definecolor{Mycyan}{rgb}{0,0.5,0.8}
\definecolor{Mymagenta}{rgb}{0.9,0,0.8}

\input wnipa
\input /u/rws/src/pmc/mypmCb.tex
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-.45in}
\paperheight 500mm


\begin{document}
\pagestyle{empty}
\BC
\begin{table}

\begin{tabular}{llll}

\textcolor{Mygreen}{¶§ ©ú ¸q} & 
    \textcolor{Mygreen}{n} & 
    \textcolor{Mybrown}{¶R} & 
    \textcolor{Mybrown}{¯d ¨¥ ªO¡H} \\

\textcolor{Mygreen}{yang2 ming2 yi4} &  
    \textcolor{Mygreen}{yao4} & 
    \textcolor{Mybrown}{mai3} & 
    \textcolor{Mybrown}{liu2 yan2 ban3} \\

\textcolor{Mygreen}{Yang Mingyi} & 
\textcolor{Mygreen}{want to} & 
\textcolor{Mybrown}{buy} & 
\textcolor{Mybrown}{message board} \\
\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Yang Mingyi wants to buy a message board?} \\ \\

\textcolor{Mygreen}{¶§ ©ú ¸q} & 
  \textcolor{Mygreen}{n} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{¶R} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{ÂÅ ªo µ§¡H} \\

\textcolor{Mygreen}{yang2 ming2 yi4} & 
  \textcolor{Mygreen}{yao4} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{mai3} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{lan2 you2 bi3} \\

\textcolor{Mygreen}{Yang Mingyi} & 
  \textcolor{Mygreen}{want to} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{buy} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{blue oil pen}  \\ 

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Yang Mingyi wants to buy a blue oil brush?} \\ \\

\textcolor{Myred}{Áp Àç ©±} & 
   \textcolor{Myred}{¸Ì} & 
   \textcolor{Mycyan}{¦³} & 
   \textcolor{Mycyan}{ÂÅ ¤ò ¦ç¡H} \\

\textcolor{Myred}{lian2 ying2 dian4} & 
  \textcolor{Myred}{li3} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{you3} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{lan2 mao2 yi1} \\

\textcolor{Myred}{Co-op store} & 
\textcolor{Myred}{inside} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{has} & 
  \textcolor{Mycyan}{blue sweater} \\

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em There are blue sweaters in the Co-op?} \\ \\

\textcolor{Myred}{Áp Àç ©±} & 
  \textcolor{Myred}{¸Ì} & 
  \textcolor{Mybrown}{¦³} & 
  \textcolor{Mybrown}{·Ñ ªo ¿O¡H} \\

\textcolor{Myred}{lian2 ying2 dian4} &  
  \textcolor{Myred}{li3} & 
  \textcolor{Mybrown}{you3} & 
  \textcolor{Mybrown}{mei2 you2 deng1}  \\

\textcolor{Myred}{Co-op store} & 
\textcolor{Myred}{inside} & 
  \textcolor{Mybrown}{has} & 
  \textcolor{Mybrown}{kerosene lamp} \\ 

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em There are kerosene lamps in the Co-op?} \\ \\

\end{tabular}

\end{table}
\EC
\end{document}

%-*-LaTeX-*-
\documentclass{seminar}
\usepackage{color}
\definecolor{brown}{rgb}{0.5,0.2,0.1}
\definecolor{orange}{rgb}{1,0.4,0}
\input wnipa
\input /u/rws/src/pmc/mypmCb.tex
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-.45in}
\paperheight 1000mm

\begin{document}
\pagestyle{empty}
\BC

\begin{table}

\begin{tabular}{llll}

\textcolor{blue}{Â§  «ô  ¤} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{Ã¹  ¿P} &  
   \textcolor{blue}{n} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{¶R  ¦Ï¡C}\\ 

\textcolor{blue}{li3 bai4 wu3} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{luo2 yan4} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{yao4} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{mai3  yang2}  \\ 

\textcolor{blue}{Friday} & 
\textcolor{blue}{Luo Yan} & 
\textcolor{blue}{want to} & 
\textcolor{blue}{buy sheep} \\ 

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Luo Yan wants to buy sheep on Friday.} \\ \\

\textcolor{blue}{Â§ «ô ¤} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{Ã¹ ¿P} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{n} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{¶R ³À¡C} \\

\textcolor{blue}{li3 bai4 wu3} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{luo2 yan4} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{yao4} & 
   \textcolor{blue}{mai3 lu4}  \\

\textcolor{blue}{Friday} & 
\textcolor{blue}{Luo Yan} & 
\textcolor{blue}{want to} & 
\textcolor{blue}{buy deer} \\ 

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Luo Yan wants to buy a deer on Friday.} \\ \\

\textcolor{magenta}{Ã¹ ¿P} & 
    \textcolor{magenta}{Â§ «ô ¤} &  
    \textcolor{blue}{n} &  
    \textcolor{blue}{¶R ¦Ï¡C} \\

\textcolor{magenta}{luo2 yan4} &  
    \textcolor{magenta}{li3 bai4 wu3} & 
    \textcolor{blue}{yao4} & 
    \textcolor{blue}{mai3 yang2} \\

\textcolor{magenta}{Luo Yan} & 
    \textcolor{magenta}{Friday} & 
    \textcolor{blue}{want to} & 
    \textcolor{blue}{buy sheep} \\ 
\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Luo Yan wants to buy sheep on Friday.} \\ \\

\textcolor{magenta}{Ã¹ ¿P} & 
   \textcolor{magenta}{Â§ «ô ¤} & 
   \textcolor{orange}{½æ} & 
   \textcolor{orange}{³¥ ³À¡C} \\

\textcolor{magenta}{luo2 yan4} & 
  \textcolor{magenta}{li3 bai4 wu3} & 
   \textcolor{orange}{mai4} & 
   \textcolor{orange}{ye3 lu4} \\

\textcolor{magenta}{Luo Yan} & 
  \textcolor{magenta}{Friday} & 
   \textcolor{orange}{sell} & 
   \textcolor{orange}{wild deer} \\

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Luo Yan sells wild deer on Friday.} \\ \\

\end{tabular}

\end{table}
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%-*-LaTeX-*-
\documentclass{seminar}
\usepackage{color}
\definecolor{brown}{rgb}{0.5,0.2,0.1}
\input wnipa
\input /u/rws/src/pmc/mypmCb.tex
\setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-.45in}
\paperheight 1000mm

\begin{document}
\pagestyle{empty}
\BC

\begin{table}

\begin{tabular}{llll}

\textcolor{green}{¶§ ©ú ¸q} & 
    \textcolor{green}{n} & 
    \textcolor{brown}{¶R} & 
    \textcolor{brown}{¯d ¨¥ ªO¡C} \\

\textcolor{green}{yang2 ming2 yi4} &  
    \textcolor{green}{yao4} & 
    \textcolor{brown}{mai3} & 
    \textcolor{brown}{liu2 yan2 ban3} \\

\textcolor{green}{Yang Mingyi} & 
\textcolor{green}{want to} & 
    \textcolor{brown}{buy} & 
    \textcolor{brown}{message board} \\ 

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Yang Mingyi wants to buy a message board.} \\ \\


\textcolor{green}{¶§ ©ú ¸q} & 
  \textcolor{green}{n} & 
  \textcolor{cyan}{¶R} & 
  \textcolor{cyan}{ÂÅ ªo µ§¡C} \\

\textcolor{green}{yang2 ming2 yi4} & 
  \textcolor{green}{yao4} & 
  \textcolor{cyan}{mai3} & 
  \textcolor{cyan}{lan2 you2 bi3} \\

\textcolor{green}{Yang Mingyi} & 
\textcolor{green}{want to} & 
  \textcolor{cyan}{buy} & 
  \textcolor{cyan}{blue oil pen}  \\ 

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em Yang Mingyi wants to buy a blue oil brush.} \\ \\

\textcolor{red}{Áp Àç ©±} & 
   \textcolor{red}{¸Ì} & 
   \textcolor{cyan}{¦³} & 
   \textcolor{cyan}{ÂÅ ¤ò ¦ç¡C} \\

\textcolor{red}{lian2 ying2 dian4} & 
  \textcolor{red}{li3} & 
  \textcolor{cyan}{you3} & 
  \textcolor{cyan}{lan2 mao2 yi1} \\

\textcolor{red}{Co-op store} & 
\textcolor{red}{inside} & 
\textcolor{cyan}{has} & 
\textcolor{cyan}{blue sweater} \\ 

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em There are blue sweaters in the Co-op.} \\ \\

\textcolor{red}{Áp Àç ©±} & 
  \textcolor{red}{¸Ì} & 
  \textcolor{brown}{¦³} & 
  \textcolor{brown}{·Ñ ªo ¿O¡C} \\

\textcolor{red}{lian2 ying2 dian4} &  
  \textcolor{red}{li3} & 
  \textcolor{brown}{you3} & 
  \textcolor{brown}{mei2 you2 deng1}  \\

\textcolor{red}{Co-op store} & 
\textcolor{red}{inside} & 
  \textcolor{brown}{has} & 
  \textcolor{brown}{kerosene lamp}\\ 

\multicolumn{4}{l}{\em There are kerosene lamps in the Co-op.} \\ \\

\end{tabular}

\end{table}
\EC
\end{document}



